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The information detailed in this Case Study has been provided by DGT.
The road N-630 is an undivided carriageway road which connects Merida with Seville in the West of Spain. The 
responsible road authority is “Ministerio de Transportes, Movilidad y Agenda Urbana”, which is part of Spanish 
National Government. 

The road section under assessment starts at CH.780+600 at the 
interchange with N-433 (which connects N-630 road and A-66 
highway with Portuguese border) and ends at CH.805+000 at a 
roundabout near Seville city. The Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) 
ranges from 1,000 (near N-433 interchange) to 3,300 vehicles (near 
Seville).

The location of N-630 (CH. 780+600 – CH.805+0) is shown in Figure 
1. It was selected as a case study after Crash Risk Mapping and local 
road safety intelligence suggested that that it may be worthy of further 
study.

Figure 1. Location of N-630 road stretch
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The N-630 road section has one lane in each direction, except at the 
road stretch between CH.784+000 and CH.790+500 where the cross 
section is divided into three lanes (as a 2+1 section). 

The N-630 section between CH.780+600 – CH.805+000 may be 
divided into 4 different parts due to the different road characteristics, 
as presented below.

1. The first part is 8.4 km long (CH.780+600 – CH.789+000), 
passing through different rural areas, mostly undeveloped. 
The AADT is around 1,400 vehicles. There are 2 interchanges 
in this road stretch: at CH.780+600 with N-433 road and at 
CH.782+000 with A-66 highway.

Figure 2. N-630 start point (CH.780+600) and end point (CH. 805+000)

Figure 3. Aerial view of N-630 CH.780+600 interchange with N-433 road

Figure 4. Aerial view of N-630 CH.782+000 interchange with A-66

Figure 5. N-630 CH.789+800

2. The second part is between CH.789+000 and CH.791+500 (2.5 
km). It passes through an urban area, thus several streets (with 
low AADT) cross the N-630 roadway. The AADT is around 1,400 
vehicles.

3. The third part is the largest one (9.8 km length) and it runs 
from CH.791+500 to CH.801+300. This part has the same road 
characteristics as the first part. The AADT is 1,000 vehicles. 
There is one T-intersection with the A-477 road (which connects 
with A-66 highway through one interchange) at CH.794+800 and 
another T-intersection with A-460 (which also connects with A-66 
highway through an interchange) at CH.798+700.   
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Figure 10. N-630 CH.801+300

Figure 11. N-630 CH.805+000

Figure 6. N-630 CH.794+800

Figure 7. Aerial view of N-630 CH.794+800 T-intersection with A-477

Figure 8. N-630 CH.798+700

Figure 9. Aerial view of N-630 CH.798+700 T-intersection with A-460

4. The fourth part is 3.7 km long (CH.801+300 – CH.805+000). 
This stretch has a T-intersection with the SE-3410 road and 
finishes at roundabout near Seville city in an industrial area. Its 
AADT increases to 3,300 vehicle per day.
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Assessment of Crash Data

Road crash data are analysed for the years 2009-2017, covering 
the risk rate calculation period. Crash Crash Risk Mapping and Star 
Rating methodology only consider fatal and serious injury crashes in 
calculating Risk Rate and Star Rating Score.

Figure 12. Road crash data (2009-2017)

Table 1. Risk Rate bands distribution

Figure 13. N-630 Crash Risk 
Rating medium

Network-Wide Road Assessment

A combination of Crash Risk Rate (the Crash Risk Mapping) results 
and Star Rating Score data has been used to consider whether the 
Crash Risk Mapping has identified a dangerous road section worthy of 
further study and improvement.

The Risk Rate (2015-2017 period) is 47.9 crashes per billion vehicle 
kilometres on the N-630 road section between CH. 780+600 – 
CH.805+000. This Risk Rate is associated with a Medium Risk Rate 
band as it may be seen in the following risk bands distribution (Table 
1).   

Table 2 presents the risk rate variation over the last years.  

Table 2. Risk rate variation

Figure 13 presents the latest (2015-2017) 
road section Risk Rate.
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Detailed Road Assessment

Focusing on these road sections, Star Rating was 
implemented as a supplementary part of the analysis. 
Through the Star Rating Score (SRS) the infrastructure 
road condition for each road user (vehicle occupant, 
motorcyclist and bicyclist) is estimated. At the following 
Tables, the SRS for each road user is compared with 
Risk Rate calculated.

As it may be seen from Table 3, most parts of the road 
section (75%) are scoring 3 Stars according to the Star 
Rating protocols for vehicle occupants. 

As it may be seen from Tables 4 and 5, the road stretch 
SRS shows a medium to medium-low infrastructure 
safety provision according to Star Rating protocols 
for motorcycle and bicycle users (3-or 2-stars 
classification).

Table 3. Comparison between Risk Rate and Star Rating Score - vehicle occupant 

Table 4. Star Rating Score - motorcyclist 

Table 5. Star Rating Score - bicyclist
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Table 6. Star Rating Score - pedestrian

Conclusions

Crash Risk Mapping shows a medium risk rate for the 
whole length of this specific N-630 road section for the 
latest analysis period whilst the Star Rating Score shows 
3 stars for infrastructure safety provision according to 
Star Rating protocols for vehicle occupants, and less 
well for the rest of the road users.

For the most part, the road sections is scoring 
3-stars according to Star Rating protocols for vehicle 
occupants and a medium risk rate according to Crash 
Risk Mapping. These results show a road section 
which has adequate safety provision for vehicle 
occupants for most of its length. The number of fatal 
and serious crashes is medium according its AADT.

The parts of this road that score least well for different 
road users could be analysed in more detail if required 
by using a risk worm to assess risk every 100m.  
Analysis of what can be done to improve the section 
may be conducted using the Safer Roads Investment 
Plan (SRIP) available within iRAP’s ViDA software 
platform.

The Star Rating Score for pedestrians was estimated only for the urban 
areas and their surroundings, and are scoring 1 or 2 Stars according 
to the Star Rating protocols (Table 6).
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